Emerging Leaders Course

Inspiring Officers to Thrive In Command

On-Line - 183 Hours

Lead Yourself... Lead Your Team... Lead Your Agency!

Turbocharge Leadership Capacity

"Emerging Leaders transformed the way I work"

Contact Us
The National Command & Staff College

www.CommandCollege.org
info@commandcollege.org

919.753.1127
338 Raleigh Street
Holly Springs, NC 27540
MISSION
Improve the leadership skills of law enforcement and military personnel to enhance their performance to deliver results with confidence.

DESIGNED FOR
~ Public safety, military and municipal professionals of all ranks, assignments or job classifications, sworn and non-sworn
~ Ideal for first-line, mid-level supervisors & rising leaders

COURSE OUTCOMES
~ Develop functional knowledge of personal leadership style and strengths.
~ Understand the foundation and principles of leadership.
~ Understand personal potential to enhance leadership capacity.
~ Develop a functional knowledge of how to lead organizational change.
~ Understand the value of teamwork.
~ Assess and improve leadership climate and agency culture.
~ Learn practical critical thinking and value decision making.

RESULTS WITH CONFIDENCE
"Right Faculty Right Topics Right Intent!"